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Abstract 

Background Physical activity (PA) levels might be a simple overall physical function indicator of recovery in acutely 
hospitalized older adults; however it is unknown which amount and level of PA is associated with recovery. Our 
objective was to evaluate the amount and level of post discharge PA and its optimum cut-off values associated with 
recovery among acutely hospitalized older adults and stratified for frailty.

Methods We performed a prospective observational cohort study including acutely hospitalized older adults 
(≥ 70 years). Frailty was assessed using Fried’s criteria. PA was assessed using Fitbit up to one week post discharge and 
quantified in steps and minutes light, moderate or higher intensity. The primary outcome was recovery at 3-months 
post discharge. ROC-curve analyses were used to determine cut-off values and area under the curve (AUC), and logis-
tic regression analyses to calculate odds ratios (ORs).

Results The analytic sample included 174 participants with a mean (standard deviation) age of 79.2 (6.7) years of 
whom 84/174 (48%) were frail. At 3-months, 109/174 participants (63%) had recovered of whom 48 were frail. In all 
participants, determined cut-off values were 1369 steps/day (OR: 2.7, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.3–5.9, AUC 0.7) 
and 76 min/day of light intensity PA (OR: 3.9, 95% CI: 1.8–8.5, AUC 0.73). In frail participants, cut-off values were 1043 
steps/day (OR: 5.0, 95% CI: 1.7–14.8, AUC 0.72) and 72 min/day of light intensity PA (OR: 7.2, 95% CI: 2.2–23.1, AUC 
0,74). Determined cut-off values were not significantly associated with recovery in non-frail participants.

Conclusions Post-discharge PA cut-offs indicate the odds of recovery in older adults, especially in frail individuals, 
however are not equipped for use as a diagnostic test in daily practice. This is a first step in providing a direction for 
setting rehabilitation goals in older adults after hospitalization.
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Background
Minimum levels of physical activity (PA), defined as any 
bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that 
requires energy expenditure such as household or ambu-
latory activities, are highly recommended to reduce 
disease and disability and decrease all-cause morbidity 
and mortality in older adults [1, 2]. Older adults are at 
increased risk on insufficient recovery after acute illness 
and hospitalization. This might be due to a lack of their 
physical resilience: the ability to resist or recover from 
functional decline after an acute health stressor [3]. Phys-
ical resilience is multifactorial and a dynamic process 
in response to health stressors such as acute illness and 
hospitalization. A loss in physical functioning can result 
in permanent functional decline, but also in readmission 
or mortality. Therefore, we defined recovery as preven-
tion of physical decline, hospital readmission or mortal-
ity. PA has been identified as a physical function indicator 
of health [4] and as an indicator of post-discharge recov-
ery in acutely hospitalized older adults [5]. Moreover, 
PA tracking is a non-invasive measurement that can be 
easily done during and after hospitalization. PA measure-
ments may provide clinicians an easy tool for assessment 
of recovery in their patients, which is needed to make 
clinical decisions and to support functional rehabilita-
tion. However, the association between post discharge 
PA levels and older adults recovery after hospitalization 
is unknown, and recommendations for PA levels for this 
population are lacking. If we know how much and at 
what intensity older people are physically active post dis-
charge and which levels are associated with recovery, this 
may be a good first step to set rehabilitation goals.

Preferably, PA is objectively measured, e.g., with an 
accelerometer because activity trackers show greater 
construct validity than older adult’s generally overes-
timated self-reported PA [6, 7]. PA thresholds are often 
expressed in minutes of PA at specific levels of intensity 
or in daily step counts. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) [8] and PA Guidelines for Americans,  2nd edition 
[9] recommend a minimum of 150–300 min of moderate 
PA every week for healthy adults. Together with normal 
daily activities, this translates to 7000–8000 steps per day 
[10]. This recommendation also applies to older adults 
living with chronic conditions or disability; however, it 
is unknown whether it applies to older adults who have 
recently been discharged from hospital [11].

Older adults typically take few steps after acute hos-
pitalization; a median of 2000 steps per day in the first 
week after discharge has been reported [12]. After acute 
hospitalization, older adults are at high risk for adverse 
outcomes such as functional decline or hospital readmis-
sion [13, 14] particularly if they are frail [15]. Frailty is 
highly prevalent among acutely hospitalized older adults 

[16], and is characterized by reduced physical perfor-
mance and PA, and a greater vulnerability to adverse out-
comes [17].

Previous research found that older adults who took 
fewer than 900 steps per day during hospitalization were 
more likely to experience functional decline at discharge 
[18]. The number of steps taken in the first week post 
discharge has been associated with functional decline 
and readmission risk [12, 19], and may be an important 
underutilized PA physical function indicator of overall 
health and risk of readmission in older patients [19–22]. 
In addition to step counts, insight into PA intensity lev-
els is important, as moderate to vigorous PA increases 
caloric expenditure and improves muscle mass and 
endothelial function [23].  Overall, a norm for the post-
discharge amount and intensity of PA that differentiates 
patients who recover from those who do not is lacking.

As post-discharge PA might be a good physical func-
tion indicator of overall health, physical activity norms 
may be a first step to help clinicians to identify older 
adults at risk of insufficient recovery and may direct older 
adults towards recovery [17]. The aim of this study was 
to investigate the association of number of steps and 
minutes PA with recovery three months post-discharge 
for both continuous values, and optimum cut-off values 
of steps and PA-minutes that differentiate acutely hospi-
talized older adults who recover from those who do not. 
Secondly, we aimed to perform these analyses also strati-
fied for frail and non-frail patients as we hypothesized 
that PA is a better indicator for recovery in frail than in 
non-frail patients.

Methods
Study participants
We included participants from the Hospital-Associ-
ated Disability and impact on daily Life (Hospital-ADL) 
study. This multicenter observational prospective cohort 
study investigated hospital-associated functional decline 
among adults aged 70 years and over, who were acutely 
admitted to Dutch hospitals for ≥ 48  h between Octo-
ber 2015 and June 2017 [24]. Participants were recruited 
from internal medicine, cardiology, and geriatric wards. 
Further inclusion criteria for the Hospital-ADL study 
were: 1] approval of the medical doctor; 2] Mini-Mental 
State Examination score ≥ 15; and 3] sufficient under-
standing of Dutch. Exclusion criteria were 1] a life expec-
tancy of less than 3 months; or 2] need for help with all 
six basic activities of daily living (ADLs) (bathing, dress-
ing, eating, toileting, transferring, and maintaining con-
tinence) [25]. For the present study, all participants of 
the Hospital-ADL study were asked to wear an activity 
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tracker during and after hospital stay and were included 
after written informed consent was obtained.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review 
board of the Amsterdam University Medical Centers 
(A-UMC), Academic Medical Center in The Netherlands 
(Protocol ID: AMC2015_150).

This study was carried out according to the Dutch 
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act and 
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (1964). Local 
approval was provided by all participating hospitals.

Assessments
Trained researchers collected measurements according 
to standardized operating procedures. Baseline variables, 
including age, education, Charlson Comorbidity Index 
[26], polypharmacy, physical performance (Short Physi-
cal Performance Battery) [27], Functional Ambulation 
Categories (FAC) [28], and cognition (Mini-Mental State 
Examination) [29] were measured at inclusion (< 48  h 
after hospital admission).

Counting steps and measuring activity intensity
Physical activity has been identified as a physical function 
indicator of health [4], and as an indicator of recovery 
[5]. Preferably, PA is objectively measured, e.g., with an 
accelerometer. PA thresholds are often expressed in steps 
or minutes at a specific level of intensity. Therefore, we 
chose to investigate both steps and minutes of PA at spe-
cific levels of intensity.

We used the wrist worn Fitbit Flex activity tracker (Fit-
bit, Inc., San Francisco) to count steps and minutes of PA 
at different intensities. The Fitbit is user-friendly with a 
low risk of participant withdrawal, and tracks PA equally 
accurate as the gold standard Actigraph (r = 0.96) in 
healthy adults [30, 31] and older adults [32, 33], although 
steps may be underestimated and more variation (up to 
30%) is introduced at reduced walking speeds or lower 
PA levels [32, 33]. Participants were instructed to wear 
the Fitbit continuously on the non-dominant wrist for 
seven days post discharge, except during charging (1–2 h 
per week). The Fitbit synced data frequently to the Fitbit 
platform. We exported the data from this platform at the 
end of the study. Steps and PA intensity were quantified 
every 24 h, starting at the time of discharge up to seven 
days post discharge. We omitted incomplete (zero min-
utes of registered PA in 24 h) days (e.g., when the partici-
pant forgot to wear the activity tracker) and days when 
data were not collected.

Fitbit categorizes PA into light, moderate, or vigorous 
intensity based on metabolic equivalents (METs) [30]. 
One MET is defined as the amount of oxygen consumed 
at rest and is equal to 3.5  ml of oxygen per kg of body 
weight × minutes. The Fitbit uses the estimated resting 

metabolic rate as a base rate to calculate the METs, how-
ever the algorithm for this calculation is not provided by 
Fitbit. PA with 1–3 METs is classified as light intensity 
(e.g., slow walking), 3–6 METs as moderate intensity (e.g., 
brisk walking), and > 6 METs as vigorous intensity (e.g., 
running). To analyze cut-off values for step numbers, we 
calculated the individuals’ average number of steps taken 
per day. For analysis of PA intensity, we used the individ-
uals’ average minutes of PA per intensity level per day.

Measurement of frailty
Within 48  h after admission, we measured physical 
frailty using Fried’s five criteria: weight loss, low hand-
grip strength, low PA, slow walking speed, and fatigue 
[17]. Each criterion was scored as 0 (absent) or 1 (pre-
sent). An individual was considered frail if three or more 
criteria were present. Weight loss was defined as 6 kg or 
more within 6  months or 3  kg or more within the past 
month [34]. Handgrip strength was measured three times 
using a dynamometer [35, 36]. The highest score from 
both hands was used. Low handgrip strength was defined 
as < 18  kg for women and < 30  kg for men [36]. Low PA 
was defined as fewer than 30 min of self-reported physi-
cal exercise (walking, cycling, or swimming) per month 
in the past 6  months before admission [17, 24]. Slow 
walking speed was defined as walking 4 m in more than 
6.42 s [17, 27]. Fatigue was defined as a score of 4 or more 
in response to the question “On a scale of 0–10, how 
would you score your sense of fatigue at this time?” [37].

Measurement of recovery
Recovery was defined as the absence of functional 
decline, unplanned hospital readmission, and mor-
tality at three months post discharge. Three months 
after hospital admission has been found to be a critical 
period for recovery of activities of daily living in older 
patients [14, 38].

Functional decline was assessed based on the par-
ticipants’ ability to perform basic activities of daily liv-
ing using the Katz-ADL index score [25]. Within 48  h 
of admission, we asked participants to rate their ability 
to perform ADLs during the two weeks before hospital 
admission. We repeated this assessment three months 
after discharge. We asked participants whether they 
needed assistance to perform each ADL and calculated 
a summary score ranging from 0 (independent in all 
ADLs) to 6 (dependent on help for all ADLs). We consid-
ered functional decline as ≥ 1 point higher dependency 
on help in one or more ADLs compared with two weeks 
before admission.

We defined an unplanned readmission as a non-elec-
tive acute admission to a hospital within three months 
after discharge. Data on readmissions were collected 
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from medical files in the participating hospitals and sup-
plemented with participants’ self-reported readmissions 
to other hospitals. Data on mortality during the three 
months after discharge were collected from medical files, 
family, or the general practitioner.

Statistical analyses
We described continuous variables as a mean and stand-
ard deviation (SD) or median and interquartile range 
(IQR) if non-normally distributed. Categorical variables 
are presented as a number (n) and percentage (%). We 
explored the number of steps and minutes spent at dif-
ferent intensity levels, presented as median and IQR. 
We computed multivariable logistic regression mod-
els to investigate the association between PA (steps or 
minutes light PA) and 3-month recovery while control-
ling for age and gender. To improve interpretation, we 
used 100 steps- and 10  min PA intervals for calcula-
tions. Next, we repeated the process while controlling for 
additional demographic and clinical characteristics pre-
viously reported to be associated with 30-day readmis-
sion. Identified confounders were included in the final 
model in addition to age and gender. We analyzed the 
area under the curve (AUC) as a measure of accuracy for 
each model. An AUC of 0.5 suggests no discrimination, 
0.7–0.8 is considered acceptable, 0.8–0.9 is considered 
excellent, and more than 0.9 is considered outstanding. 
We performed ROC-curve analyses (Additional file 1: fig-
ure S1) to determine cut-off values for number of steps 
per day and PA intensity that differentiate between recov-
ered and non-recovered participants. Cut-off values were 
based on the maximized sum of sensitivity and specific-
ity values according to the Youden index [39, 40]. ROC 
analyses for determining cut-offs were first performed 
for all participants and then separately for frail and non-
frail participants. We performed a sensitivity analysis by 
calculating ORs for 10% higher and lower cut-offs. To 
check for selection bias, we compared all baseline vari-
ables between participants included in our analyses ver-
sus non-included participants. To check for the influence 
of outliers, we re-performed all analyses after removing 
outliers. All statistical analyses were performed in IBM 
SPSS 26.0 (IBM Corp. Released 2019. IBM SPSS Statistics 
for Windows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp).

Results
Within the Hospital-ADL study (n = 401), 346 partici-
pants consented to wear the Fitbit. Post discharge, PA 
measurements were unavailable for 141 participants 
(Fig.  1), mostly due to technical and logistic reasons. 
Three months post-discharge, 31 of 205 participants with 
post discharge activity data (15%) were lost to follow up. 
The analytic sample included 174 participants who had 

a mean (SD) age of 79.2 (6.7) years, 91/174 (52%) were 
male, 156/174 (90%) were born in the Netherlands, 23 
(14%) had a cognitive impairment, and 84/174 (48%) 
were frail (Table 1). The main primary admission diagno-
ses were cardiac (n = 57, 33%), respiratory (n = 29, 17%), 
infectional (n = 23, 13%), and gastrointestinal (n = 22, 
13%) disease. Three months after discharge, 109 partici-
pants (63%) had recovered, of whom 48 were frail. Miss-
ing data analysis showed that participants not included in 
the analysis (n = 227 of n = 401) had a significantly lower 
body mass index, lower physical performance, longer 
hospital stay, and more frequent cognitive impairment 
than included participants did.

Participants wore the activity tracker for a median 
(IQR) of 6 (5–7) days. Figure 2 shows the daily number 
of steps, and minutes spent performing PA at light and 
moderate/vigorous intensity. Participants took a median 
(IQR) of 1633 (735–4105) steps per day post discharge. 
Frail participants took a median (IQR) of 886 (421–1682) 
steps and non-frail participants took 3214 (1501–5767) 
steps.

All participants spent a median (IQR) of 102 (54–171) 
minutes doing light PA. Frail participants performed a 
median (IQR) of 79 (53–181) minutes of light PA per day, 
and non-frail participants performed 206 (120–250) min-
utes of light PA per day. Among all participants, 28/174 
participants (16%) were able to do moderate/vigorous 
PA. Twelve participants (7%) managed more than 21 min 
of moderate PA per day, which is the daily level of PA rec-
ommended by the WHO (Fig. 2).

We found an optimal cut-off value of 1369 steps with 
an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.61 (95% CI 0.53–0.70, 
p = 0.012, sensitivity 64%, specificity 58%). In frail par-
ticipants, the optimal cut-off value was 1043 steps with 
an AUC of 0.59 (95% CI 0.47–0.72, p = 0.064, sensitivity 
72%, specificity 56%). In non-frail participants, the opti-
mal cut-off value was 2611 steps with an AUC of 0.59 
(95% CI 0.46–0.72, p = 0.168, sensitivity 61%, specificity 
62%).

In all participants, we found an optimal cut-off value of 
76  min of light PA with an AUC of 0.61 (95% CI 0.52–
0.70, p = 0.022, sensitivity 70%, specificity 57%). In frail 
participants, the optimal cut-off was 72 min of light PA 
with an AUC of 0.62 (95% CI 0.50–0.74, p = 0.064, sen-
sitivity 58%, specificity 75%). In non-frail older partici-
pants, the cut-off was 133 min of light PA with an AUC of 
0.57 (95% CI 0.44–0.70, p = 0.282, sensitivity 57%, speci-
ficity 62%).

Table  2 presents the ORs for recovery three months 
after discharge based on the mean daily step count and 
minutes of light PA, and the identified optimal cut-off 
values for number of steps and minutes of light PA. The 
first models (A1, B1, AA1, BB1) are adjusted for age and 
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gender, the second models (A2, B2, AA2, BB2) are also 
adjusted for the identified confounders: cognitive func-
tion, depression, admission diagnosis, and frailty. For 
mean daily step count and minutes of light PA, we found 
no association with recovery after three months. In the 
fully adjusted model, for the 1369-steps cut-off value we 
found an OR of 2.7 (95% CI 1.3–5.9) and an AUC of 0,70 
(p = 0.00), improving the model by 8%.  In frail partici-
pants (Table 3), we found an OR of 5.0 (95% CI 1.7–14.8) 
with an AUC of 0,72 (p = 0.00) for the 1043-steps cut-off 
value, improving the model by 11%. In non-frail partici-
pants, we found that the of 2611-steps cut-off value was 
not significantly associated with recovery (OR: 2.7; 95% 
CI 1.0–7.7). For minutes of light PA, the cut-off value 

of 76  min in all participants was significantly associ-
ated with recovery (OR: 3.9; 95% CI 1.8–8.5, AUC 0.73, 
p = 0.00), improving the model by 12%. In frail partici-
pants, the cut-off value of 72  min was also significantly 
associated with recovery (OR: 7.2; 95% CI 2.2–23.1, AUC 
0.74, p = 0.00) and improved the model by 14%. The cut-
off value of 133 min of light PA in non-frail participants 
was not significantly associated with recovery (OR: 2.0; 
95% CI 0.7–5.5).

The sensitivity analyses showed that slightly different 
cut-off values gave lower ORs which were in the same 
direction and remained significant among all participants 
and in the frail group. In the non-frail group, a lower 
steps cut-off of 2350 steps gave a higher OR and changed 

Fig. 1 Derivation of the analytic sample. Abbreviations: MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; ADL, activities of daily living
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to be statistically significant (OR: 2.5; 95% CI 1.0 – 6.3). 
Removing outliers did not influence the outcomes of the 
analyses.

Discussion
We found that performing more than 1369 steps and 
76 min of light physical activity per day in the first week 
after hospital discharge differentiates older adults who 
were recovered at three months post discharge. We 
focused on light PA because we found that not all older 
adults were able to do moderate- or high-intensity PA. 
In frail older adults, we identified a cut-off value of 1043 
steps and 72 min of light PA per day. The cut-off values 
in non-frail older adults were higher and not significantly 
associated with recovery.

Few participants were able to meet the PA levels cur-
rently recommended by the WHO [1]. The WHO rec-
ommends 150 min of moderate to intense PA per week; 
to achieve this, an individual would have to take at least 
7000–8000 steps per day [10]. Tudor-Locke et  al. have 
already suggested that recommended PA levels should be 
lowered for special populations but offered no concrete 
recommendations. While many studies have investigated 
step counts in hospitalized older adults [5, 12, 18, 41–44], 
ours is the first to recommend cut-off values for post-dis-
charge step count and minutes of PA at specific intensi-
ties per day. The cut-off value of 1369 steps identified by 
us is higher than the cut-off value of 900 steps in the hos-
pital from previous research [18]. This difference can be 
explained by the fact that older people were more active 
in the first week after discharge than during admission 
[12]. An important addition of our study is that we also 
investigated cut-offs for intensity of PA. This might be a 
more representative measure of PA since it includes more 
activities, like cycling or household tasks. Especially in 
older adults, step counts may underestimate the intensity 
of PA, particularly at low walking speeds (< 3 mph) [45].

Cut-off values for PA can help clinicians predict the 
chance of recovery in older adults following acute hos-
pitalization. The cut-off values and the use of wrist 
worn activity trackers can also provide patients insight 
into their recovery process and may encourage them to 
become more active and engaged [46]. Number of steps 
and intensity of PA are easy to measure using wearable 
technology without the need for a health professional, 
which is an important advantage in the care for older 
adults after being discharged. Moreover, activity track-
ers, can measure PA over a longer period, which may give 
more realistic outcomes than point estimates given by 
for example, a physical performance, strength or walking 
speed test [22, 27, 47].

In line with a recent study in the general population, 
our findings show that light-intensity PA is sufficient for 
recovery in frail older adults after hospital discharge [48]. 
Our results also show that especially in frail older adults, 
PA levels might be a simple physical function indica-
tor of recovery. We found that PA levels were higher in 

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of the study population

SD standard deviation, No number, y years, d days, BMI body mass index, IQR 
interquartile range, SNAQ short nutritional assessment questionnaire, ADL 
activities of daily living, NRS numeric rating scale, FAC functional ambulation 
categories
a Calculated as weight in kg divided by height in  m2

b Use of 5 or more different medications
c Range of 0–31, with a higher score indicating more or severe comorbidity
d Assessed with the short physical performance battery. The score ranges from 0 
to 12, with a higher score indicating better physical performance
e Ranging from 0 (independent in all ADLs) to 6 (dependent in all ADLs)
f Score of < 24 on the Mini-Mental State Examination
g Score of ≥ 2 on the Fried criteria

Demographics N = 174

Age, mean (SD), y 79.2 (6.7)

Male, No. (%) 91 (52)

BMI,a mean (SD) 22.0 (4.1)

Born in the Netherlands, No. (%) 156 (90)

Education, No. (%) 

 Primary school 37 (21)

 Elementary technical/domestic science school 38 (22)

 Secondary vocational education 56 (32)

 Higher level high school/third-level education 43 (25)

Primary admission diagnosis, No. (%)

 Cardiac 57 (33)

 Respiratory 29 (17)

 Other 26 (15)

 Infection 23 (13)

 Gastrointestinal 22 (13)

 Renal 6 (3)

 Cancer (including hematology) 6 (3)

 Electrolyte disturbance 5 (3)

Length of hospital stay, median (IQR), d 5 (1–9)

Living independent after discharge, No. (%) 134 (78)

Clinical characteristics
 Charlson Comorbidity Index,c median (IQR) 2 (0–4)

 Polypharmacy,b No. (%), (N = 172) 115 (67)

 Physical performance,d median (IQR), (N = 162) 6 (0–12)

 Katz-ADL score pre-morbid,e median (IQR) 0 (0–1)

FAC, No. (%), (N = 163)

 Independent 32 (20)

 Independent on level surfaces 72 (44)

 Dependent on supervision 35 (22)

 Dependent on physical assistance I 14 (9)

 Dependent on physical assistance II 3 (2)

 Non-functional ambulation 7 (4)

Cognitive impairment,f No. (%), (N = 169) 23 (14)

Frailty,g No, (%) 84 (48)
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Fig. 2 Median levels of physical activity after discharge. Horizontal lines denote median values; boxes extend from  25th to the  75th percentile; 
vertical extending lines denote the range of the number of steps and minutes of activity at light and moderate/vigorous  intensity† per day 
performed after discharge by all participants, and stratified by frail and non-frail participants. *150 min of moderate intensity physical activity per 
week divided by seven days ≈ 21 min per day. †Only participants who managed to perform this intensity are shown

Table 2 Multivariate logistic regression model of 3-month recovery by mean daily steps (models A) and minutes light physical activity 
(models B) and cut-off steps (models AA) and cut-off minutes light physical activity (models BB)

CI Confidence Interval odds ratio
* Statistically significant odds ratio (p < 0.05, CI running through 1), p-value = AUC statistical difference from 0.5

Odds Ratio 95% CI AUC p-value

Adjustment for age and gender

A1. Step count Per 100 steps 1.0 1.0–1.0 0.59 0.04

B1.Light activity Per 10 min 1.0 1.0–1.1 0.59 0.04

AA1.Step count*  ≥ 1369 steps 2.6 1.3–5.0 0.63 0.01

BB1.Light activity*  ≥ 76 min 3.3 1.7–6.5 0.65 0.01

Adjustment for age, gender, cognitive function, admission diagno-
sis, depression, frailty

A2.Step count Per 100 steps 1.0 1.0–1.0 0.68 0.00

B2.Light activity Per 10 min 1.0 1.0–1.1 0.67 0.00

AA2.Step count*  ≥ 1369 steps 2.7* 1.3–5.9 0.70 0.00

BB2.Light activity*  ≥ 76 min 3.9* 1.8–8.5 0.73 0.00

Without steps or light activity 0.65 0.00
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non-frail older adults, but AUCs were lower, and cut-off 
values were not significantly associated with recovery, 
showing limited potential for application of the cut-off in 
non-frail. This might be explained by the model of Fried 
et al. [17], suggesting that frailty is associated with more 
decline in physical health in response to acute illness. 
Therefore, PA levels might be more reduced in frail older 
adults and may better reflect their potential to recover. 
These findings also highlight the importance to identify 
frailty in acutely hospitalized older adults.

Strengths and limitations
This study has several potential limitations. We included 
participants with a wide variety of primary admission 
diagnoses and 23% of the participants were cognitively 
impaired because this is representative for the geriatric 
population. Although we corrected for these factors in the 
multivariate analyses, the optimal amount of PA can differ 
per individual. We excluded participants with dependency 
on all basic ADLs. Also, many participants did not wear the 
activity tracker after discharge which may lead to an under-
estimation of the observed associations and a reduced 
generalizability of our findings. The Fitbit Flex needs to be 
worn to measure PA; therefore, PA may have been underes-
timated if the participant was not wearing the tracker. The 
Fitbit Flex uses a standard non-disclosed algorithm, based 
on a standard length and weight, and on healthy adults, to 
calculate energy expenditure, which is then used to assess 
the level of PA. Therefore, the algorithm may misjudge the 
actual energy expenditure. Both under- and overestimation 
of energy expenditure by Fitbit has been reported [31, 49]. 
Because of this limited accuracy, our reported cut-offs for 
minutes at PA intensity levels should by applied with cau-
tion, although the low levels of PA seem to be appropriate 
for our population. An acceptable reliability and high valid-
ity for counting steps has been reported for Fitbit [31, 50]. 
However, an underestimation of steps has been reported 
in older adults, especially when using a walker [33]. It is 

therefore wise to check the reliability of pedometers on 
an individual basis and to be cautious in generalizing our 
results to other wearables.

We used a composite recovery outcome, which may 
differ substantially between individuals. This limits con-
clusions about specific outcomes. However, using a com-
posite outcome increased the power of our study and is 
congruent with other cut-off studies [18, 19].

Another limitation of this study is that the AUCs were 
moderate in our study. This shows that post discharge PA 
measurement is not an ideal test for determining who is at 
risk of non-recovery. However, we also wanted to investigate 
the association between these cut-off values and recovery. 
This has been investigated by Agmon et al. during hospitali-
zation [18], but not yet after hospitalization. Therefore, we 
investigated the performance of the optimal cut-off points 
by analysing the odds ratios for recovery. Less robust cut-
offs were found in the non-frail group, suggesting that the 
association of PA and recovery is less strong among non-
frail older adults. However, among all participants and frail 
participants, the cut-off values were robust and gave the 
best odds ratios. Nevertheless, these cut-offs should not be 
used as strict norms, but as a guidance in clinical practice.

Conclusions and implications
Our study is the first to describe the association between 
post-discharge PA levels and recovery in older patients 
after hospital discharge. Many acutely hospitalized older 
adults did not achieve moderate or vigorous PA post dis-
charge, which in the first week after discharge did not 
seem to be essential for recovery. Considering the low 
AUC’s, the identified cut-offs are not equipped for use 
as a diagnostic test in daily practice, however they can be 
seen as a first step to provide a direction for setting reha-
bilitation goals. A clinical trial is necessary to evaluate if 
PA goals above the cut-off will improve recovery, espe-
cially in frail older adults.

Table 3 Multivariate logistic regression model of 3-month recovery by cut-off steps and cut-off minutes light physical activity, 
stratified by frailty

CI Confidence Interval odds ratio
* Statistically significant odds ratio (CI running through 1), p-value = AUC statistical difference from 0.5

Odds Ratio 95% CI AUC p-value

Adjustment for age, gender, cognitive function, depression, 
admission diagnosis

Frail step  count*  ≥ 1043 steps 5.0* 1.7–14.8 0.72 0.00

Frail light  activity*  ≥ 72 min 7.2* 2.2–23.1 0.74 0.00

Non-frail step count  ≥ 2611 steps 2.7 1.0—7.7 0.70 0.00

Non-frail light activity  ≥ 133 min 2.0 0.7—5.5 0.69 0.00

Without steps or light activity 0.65 0.00
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